In order to make lane detection robust to noise in complex circumstance, a novel mathematical morphology connective criterion based on Complete Lattice was proposed. Firstly, histogram of connective element was calculated based on Jump-connective criterion. Secondly, the valley of the image histogram of connective element was computed as a minimal threshold. Only above the threshold, the smooth-connective criterion was used for binary segmentation. Finally, binary morphological erosion and dilation operator were employed to solve background disturb problem. It was demonstrated by series of experiments that the proposed approach is effective in suppressing noise, and the recognition rate is about 99.0~99.6% even when the road appearance is disturbed by shadows, stain and varying illumination.
INTRODUCTION
As the development of science and technology, there has been increasing interest and studies about artificial intelligent algorithm for human's eye system. One of these parts is auto-driving method using vision system without human driver, especially autonomous guided vehicle (AGV). In recent years, interest has included high-speed driving on highways, urban driving, and navigation through less structured off-road environments. The primary also gives a way for constructing new connectivity relationship. Furthermore, segmenting image based on order relationship can avoid the disadvantages of linear methodology. Based on this theory, a new connective criterion is proposed in this paper. Before describe the new criterion, two related connective connection will be discussed.
Smooth-Connective Criterion
When space E is metric with distance d, T is a lattice, f: E→T, then the connected zones A such that (1) Equation (1) yields the Lipschitz connection of range a and slope k. In Euclidean case, this criterion means that on the classes of the segmentation f is equal to both its erosion and dilation by the 'pencil' H(k,a) (cylinder, covered with a cone) of slope k and radius a. As the range a decreases, with a fixed slope k, the maximal partitions increase, and their supremum is the so-called smooth connection. The process can be mathematically given as: (2) The smooth connection turns out to be a good segmentation tool to separate the smooth zones from the more granular ones with a similar grey level, but it is time-consuming for the iterative of grey-level erosions and dilations. So this criterion is not appropriate for real time vision systems.
Jump-Connective Criterion
The human vision easily accepts small variations when they originate from the minima or the maxima of the function under study. The jump criteria we present now works this way, according to a few variants [10] .
When space E is metric with distance d, T is a lattice, f: E→T, Fix the range k, and let m be a minimum of function f. Consider the connected component A(m) that contains the minimum m, and such that (3) A is a connected component of E. Then iterate the process on the set E\ʜA(m), extract all the connected components as following equation:
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In practice, the Jump-Connective criterion turns out to be a good technique to segment images for its fast computation and good performance. We are easy to discover that the segment performance relies heavily on the value of m in equation (3) . How to quickly, accurately and adaptively select the best value of m is influential in the automatic vision detection system.
Presentation of Partial-Connective Criterion
The above analysis shows that smooth-connective criterion has good segmenting performance but is time consuming, and jump-connective criterion has high efficiency. Therefore we try to combine the advantages of the two criterions in this paper, and partial-connective criterion was proposed for image segmentation.
In this criterion a minimal threshold is determined by the image structure information. Histogram of Connected Element (HCE) was computed based on jump-connective criterion. And the valley of this HCE was obtained as the minimal threshold. Then smooth-connective criterion was used for segmenting the grey levels above the minimal threshold. The definition of the new criterion is given by:
Partial-Connective criterion: When space E is metric with distance d, T is a lattice, f: E→T, and the function f has the sup and the inf, , then the connected zones A such that Assume the resolution of acquired image is W → H, W denotes the width of the image, and H denotes the height of the image. I stand for the corpora of the image pixels. The F(x) is defined as: (6) where x denotes the grayscale intensity, (i,j) denotes the coordinates of a generic pixel, and denotes the neighborhood of the generic pixel, C i,j (x) judges whether the neighborhood of the generic pixel satisfies jump-connective
criterion or not . That is to say, F(x) approximates a density function for a random event occurring in the digital image. This event is related to the idea of jump-connective criterion.
In equation (6), is a specially shaped neighborhood structure and can be expressed as equation (7). (7) r and s determine the shape of the neighborhood , and we call the r,s as morphology parameters. Figure 1 gives an example of the definition about neighborhood . Where r = 1, s = 3. Obviously, the morphology parameters are very dependent on the application domain, and final system efficiency will rely on the correct selection of the morphology parameters. Equation (6) shows that, the improved criterion includes information about the spatial distribution of the specific feature in the image. Further more, we just computes the grey levels above the threshold
is to solve the valley of F(x), therefore time saved largely.
APPLICATION OF THE PARTIALLY-SMOOTH CONNECTIVE CRITERION
The AGV ZJUYBS I that developed by our research team used the white ticker tape as the roadway marker for navigation. The intelligent vehicle works in the warehouse for loading and unloading cargos. Shadows, glare, varying illumination, other vehicles and passerby may affect road appearance. Therefore, there are random blocks in the foreground. Furthermore the background is terrazzo floor, so the images contain lots of noise. Accordingly there are several pixels in the background that have the same grey level as pixels in the object, Mean time, there are several pixels in the object that have the same grey level as pixels in the background. So there is no clear valley in the histogram of an image. Furthermore these bright regions and the dark region do not have the clear relations and the mark may be riddled with cracks and potholes. All of these factors make the road identification more difficulty.
The Steps of Partial-Smooth Connective Criterion
The image resolution of ZJUYBS I is 576 × 786. Until now it is still a difficult problem to effectively, quickly and precisely recognize the guidance in unstructured environment. In order to extract the roadway marker in the difficult condition that mentioned above, the partial-smooth criterion was used to segment images corrupted by various noises. Firstly, transform the acquired image from 32 bits into 24 bits. Then we get the intensity I by the equation (8), and reduce the image size by field scanning.
Then segment the transformed image by the improved connective criterion. The details were described as follow.
(1) Define the neighborhood.
The roadway marker is a strip area in the acquired image, so is used as the neighborhood. Assume the scanning pixel is (x 0 ,y 0 ), Figure 2 gives the neighborhood of the scanning pixel, and . Assume that the height of image is H, the width of image is W. If the HCE is calculated directly, the computational complexity is up to 255 × H × W. So calculating the HCE is a time consuming process. In order to enhance the efficiency of the real time system, a fast algorithm was proposed to compute the HCE. 
The value of T solved from equation (10) may be not an integer on the interval [0,255], so T is rewritten by equation (11) . (11) In the equation (11), floor is a function for round-off. Bring the value of T computed by equation (11) According to this character of HCE, structure information of image can be used for improving the performance of segmentation.
In the statistic process, Jump-connective criterion is used for judging connectivity. The value of parameters k in Jump-connective criterion is determined by the variance of grey levels in image. Considering the local variance of terrazzo floor is small in glares or dark environment, in this paper k = 4. And the intensity of the scanning pixel is used to determine the value of m in Jump-connective criterion. Figure 3 compares the performance of the fast algorithm with the original algorithm. Figure 3 shows that the waveform generated by the fast algorithm is similar to the original algorithm. Both of the waveforms have two obvious peaks. The specific parameters to measure the diversity of waveforms are shown in table 1. In automatic navigation system, according to analysing the neighborhood in road images, the grey levels near one peak area of HCE are most likely to be roadway marker, and the grey levels near another peak are most likely to be background or large noisy areas. There are lots of methods to compute threshold for segmentation, such as minimum error threshold and Otsu's threshold e.g. But many of them are complex and time consuming. In this paper, in order to apply in real time system, we just estimate the threshold by computing the median of two peaks in HCE. (4) Image segmentation.
Beyond the minimal threshold M[F(x)], image is segmented by equation (13). To refine the segmenting result, binary dilation and erosion are used. Dilation of segmenting result by the risk structuring element with radius of 1 is used, and erosion of segmenting result by the square structuring element with side of 5 is used. Figure 4 gives the segmenting result of the proposed algorithm comparing with conventional methods. The experiment result illustrates that the proposed method has the better robustness than conventional methods when road appearance affected by shadows and glares.
Finally, fit straight lines by Hough transformation. The center line of the white ticker tape is extracted. Then Hough transformation was used for fitting straight lines. The computation of Hough transformation will be aggrandized quickly as increasing the point that participates in computation. To save time, just the points in the center line were selected to participate in the Hough transformation in this paper. Further more, in order to enhance the stability, the searching area for Hough transformation is restricted. a denotes the angle of slope computed in the last frame, the area from a-20º to a + 20º is used for computing in this frame on the basis of many experiments. Figure 5 gives the segmenting result in different environment. Because the structure information was used for segmentation, experiment results show that the performance of the proposed method is better than the conventional methods.
The Results of the Application of Partial-Smooth Connective Criterion

CONCLUSIONS
We have described a system that robustly detect roadway marker in complex conditions such as shadows, glares and stains etc. The proposed method based on improved connective criterion in complete lattices framework works well when the road image with high noise. The AGV developed by our research team drives at 3.6 kilometers per hour. In our algorithms, HCE calculating costs about 15 ms, segmentation and morphological operation need 20 ms, and fitting straight line spends about 20 ms. Experimental results show that the recognition rate is about 99.0~99.6% in the job sites that have shadow, glares and partial
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